In this work, our objective is to heuristically discover a simplified form of functional dependencies between variables called weak dependencies. Once discovered, these relations are used to rank the variables. Our method shows that these relations can be detected with some acceptable overhead during constraint propagation. More precisely, each time a variable y gets instantiated as a result of the instantiation of x, a weak dependency (x, y) is recorded. As a consequence, the weight of x is raised, and the variable becomes more likely to be selected by the variable ordering heuristic. Experiments on a large set of problems show that on the average, the search trees are reduced by a factor 3 while runtime is decreased by 31% when compared against dom-wdeg, one of the best dynamic variable ordering heuristic.
INTRODUCTION
The relationships between the variables of a combinatorial problem are key to its resolution. Among all the possible relations, explicit constraints are the most straightforward and were widely used. For instance, they are used to support classical look-ahead and look-back schemes. During look-ahead, they can limit the maintenance of some level of consistency to some locality. During look-back, they can improve the backtracking by jumping to related and/or guilty decisions. These relationships are also used in dynamic variable ordering (dvo) to relate the current variable selection to past decisions (e.g., [3] ), or to give preference to the most constrained parts of the problem, etc.
Recently, backdoors have been illustrated. A backdoor can be informally defined as a subset of the variables such that, once assigned values, the remaining instance simplifies to a computationally tractable class. Backdoors can be explained by the presence of a particular relation between variables, e.g., functional dependencies. Unfortunately, detecting backdoors can be computationally expensive [4] , and their exploitation is often restricted to restart-based strategies like in modern SAT solvers [11] .
In this work, our objective is to heuristically discover a simplified form of functional dependencies between variables called weak dependencies. Once discovered, these relations are used to rank the importance of each variable. Our method assumes that these relations can be detected with low overhead during constraint propagation. More precisely, each time a variable y gets instantiated as a result of the instantiation of x, a weak dependency (x, y) is recorded. As a consequence, the weight of x is raised, and the variable becomes more likely to be selected by the variable ordering heuristic.
In the following section, we start with some background definitions. Section three describes our new heuristic. Section four presents experimental results. Finally, before the general conclusion, section five presents related work.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce definitions and notation used hereafter. Definition 2.1. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a triple (X, D, C) where,
• X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} represents a set of n variables.
• D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} represents the set of associated domains, i.e., possible values for the variables.
• C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} represents a finite set of constraints.
Each constraint Ci is associated to a set of variables vars(Ci), and is used to restrict the combinations of values between these variables. Similarly, each variable Xi is related to a set of constraints prop(Xi). The arity of a constraint Ci corresponds to |vars(Ci)|, and the degree of a variable Xi corresponds to |prop(Xi)|.
Solving a CSP involves the finding of a solution, i.e., an assignment of values to variables such that all the constraints are satisfied. If a solution exists, the problem is stated as satisfiable, and unsatisfiable otherwise.
A depth-first search backtracking algorithm can be used to tackle CSPs. At each step a value is assigned to some variable. Each assignment is combined with a look-ahead process called constraint propagation which can reduce the
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end for 8: end while Figure 1 : Classic propagation engine domains of the remaining variables. Constraint propagation is usually based on some constraint network property which determines its locality and therefore its computational cost. Arc-consistency is widely used, and the result of its combination with backtrack search is called MAC for maintaining arc-consistency [9] .
Figure 1 describes a classic constraint propagation engine [10] . In this algorithm, constraints are managed as propagators 1 in a propagation queue, Q. This structure represents the set of propagators that need to be revised. Revising a propagator corresponds to the enforcement of some consistency level on the domains of the associated variables.
Initially, Q is set to the entire set of constraints. This is used to enforce the arc-consistency property before the search process. During depth-first exploration, each decision is added to an empty queue, and propagated through this algorithm.
The function choose removes a propagator p ∈ Q, run applies the filtering algorithm associated to p, and schedule adds prop(Xi) to Q. The algorithm terminates when the queue is empty. A fix-point is reached and more propagations can only appear as the result of a tree-based decision.
Definition 2.2. f (X, y) is a functional dependency between the variables in the set X and the variable y if and only if for each combination of values in X there is precisely one value for y satisfying f .
Many constraints of arity k can be seen as functional dependencies between a set of k − 1 variables and some remaining variable y. For instance, the arithmetic constraint X + Y = Z, gives the dependencies f ({X, Y }, Z), f ({X, Z}, Y ), and f ({Y, Z}, X). There are also many exceptions like the constraint X = Y , where in the general case, one variable is not functionally dependent of the other one.
EXPLOITING WEAK DEPENDENCIES
IN TREE-BASED SEARCH
Weak dependencies
Our objective is to take advantage of functional dependencies during search. We propose to heuristically discover a weaker form of relation called weak dependency between pairs of variables. A weak dependency is observed when a variable gets instantiated as the result of another instantiation. Our new dvo heuristic records these weak dependencies and exploit them to prioritize the variables during the search process. 1. Y is instantiated as the result of the execution of a propagator p.
2. p was inserted in Q as the result of the instantiation of X.
Property 3.1. Weak dependency relations (X, Y ) can be recorded as the result of the execution of a propagator p iff X ∈ vars(p) and Y ∈ vars(p).
The proof is straightforward if we consider the Algorithm presented in Figure 1 .
Example
To illustrate our definition, we consider the following set of constraints:
With the domains, D1 = D2 = D4 = D5 = {0, 1} and D3 = {1, 2}.
The initial filtering does not remove any value and the search process has to be started. Assuming that the search is started on X1 with value 1, the propagator X1 = 1 is added to Q, and after its execution the domain D1 has been narrowed, so that it is necessary to schedule p1 and p2.
Running p1 sets X2 to 0, and X3 to 2, and gives the weak dependencies (X1, X2) and (X1, X3). Afterwards, p2 sets X4 to 0 which corresponds to (X1, X4). Finally, the narrowing of D4 schedules p3 which sets X5 to 1, and gives the weak dependency (X4, X5).
Weak dependencies are binary, therefore they only roughly approximate functional dependencies. For example, with the constraint X +Y = Z they will never record ({X, Y }, Z). On the other hand, weak dependencies exploit the current domains of the variables and can record relations which are not true in general but hold in particular cases. For instance, the propagator p3 above creates (X4, X5). This represents a real functional dependency since the domains of the variables are binary and equal.
Computing weak dependencies
We can represent weak dependencies as a weighted digraph relation among the variables of the problem, where the nodes of the graph are the variables and the edges indicate weak dependencies relations between two variables, i.e, when there is an edge between two variables X and Y , the direction of the edge shows the relation and its weight indicates the number of observed occurrences of that relation.
In a propagation centered approach [6] each variable has a list of dependent propagators and each propagator knows its variables (see Figure 2) .
In this way, once the domain of a variable is narrowed it is necessary to schedule its associated propagators into the propagator pool. Since we are interested in capturing weak dependencies, we have to track the reasons for constraint propagation. More specifically, when a propagator
Figure 2: Variables and propagators gets activated as the result of the direct assignment of some variable, we need to keep a reference to that variable. Since the assignment of several variables can activate a propagator, we might have to keep several references.
for all p in prop(Xi) do 5:
p .assigned.add(Xi); 6: end for 7: end if A modified schedule procedure is shown in Figure 3 . The algorithm starts by enqueueing all the propagators associated to a given variable Xi into the propagators pool. If the propagator p was called as the result of the assignment of Xi (|Di| = 1), a weak dependency is created between each variable of the set p.assigned and Xi. Variables from this set are the ones whose assignment was the reason for propagating p. After that, a reference to Xi is added to its propagators prop(Xi). This is done to ensure that if these propagators assign other variables, a subsequent call to the schedule procedure will be able to create dependencies between Xi and these variables.
The domFD dynamic variable ordering
In the previous section, we have seen that a generic constraint propagation algorithm can be modified to compute weak dependencies. As we pointed out above, weak dependencies can be seen as a weighted digraph relation among the variables. Using this graph, we propose to define a function F D(Xi) which computes the out-degree weight of a variable Xi taking into account only uninstantiated variables.
Where Γ + (x) (resp. Γ − (x)) represents the set of outgoing (resp. ingoing) edges from (resp. to) x in the graph of dependencies. It is also important to note that when there is no outgoing edge associated to Xi we assume F D(Xi) = 1.
Given the definition of F D, we propose to define domF D, a new dvo heuristic based on both: the observed weak dependencies of the problem and the well-known fail-first mindom heuristic:
Then, the heuristic selects the variable whose domF D value is minimal.
Complexities of domFD

Space
We know from Property 3.1 that dependencies are created between variables which share a constraint. Therefore, computing the weak dependency graph requires in the worst case a space proportional to the space used for the representation of the problem. Assuming n variables and m constraints, the space is proportional to n + m.
Time
The computation of weak dependencies is tightly linked to constraint propagation. The original schedule procedure only enqueues the propagators related to Xi in Q, therefore its original cost is O(m). Our new procedure creates dependencies each time a variable gets instantiated. Dependencies between variables can be recorded as the result of the instantiation of one or several variables. In the latter case, up to n − 1 dependencies can be created since the instantiation of up to n − 1 variables can be responsible for the scheduling of the current propagator (line 3 in Algorithm of Figure 3 ). Once dependencies are created, the propagators associated to Xi need to reference it. Here the cost is bounded by m. Overall, the time complexity of the new schedule procedure is O(n + m).
We now have to consider the cost of maintaining the weak dependency graph. Since our heuristic only considers the weights related to the variables which are not instantiated we have to disconnect variables from the graph when they get a value, and we have to reconnect them when the search backtracks. This can be done incrementally.
Practically, we do not have to physically remove a variable from the dependency graph, we can just offset the weight of the recorded dependencies between other variables and that variable. For instance, when Xi gets instantiated as the result of a tree decision or as the result of constraint propagation, we only need to update the out degrees of variables Xj ∈ Γ − (Xi). The update is done by decreasing their associated counter Xj.F D by weight(Xj, Xi). These counters represent the number of times the weak dependency (Xj, Xi) was observed during the search process. During backtracking, Xi gets back its domain, and we just have to "reconnect" the associated Xj ∈ Γ − (Xi) by adding weight(Xj, Xi) to Xj.F D. Since a variable can be linked to m propagators, an update of the dependency graph cost O(m). In the worst case, each branching holds no propagation and therefore at each node, the cost of updating the dependency graph is O(m).
Finally, selecting the variable which minimizes domF D can cost an iteration over n variables if no special data structure is used.
Now if we consider all the operations, constraint propagation with the new schedule procedure, disconnecting a single variable, and selection of the variable which minimizes domF D, we have O(n + m) -as opposed to O(m) initially.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we propose to study the performance of domF D when compared to dom-wdeg, a recently introduced heuristic able to focus on the difficult parts of a problem [2] .
In dom-wdeg, the priority is given to variables which are frequently involved in failed constraints. A weight is added to each constraint and updated (i.e, incremented by one) each time a constraint fails. Using this value variables are selected based on their domain size and their total associated weight. Xi, the selected variable minimizes dom-wdeg(Xi)= |Xi|/ P c∈prop(X i ) weight(c). This heuristic is used in the Abscon solver which appeared to be the most robust in the last CSP-competition 2 where it finished 1 time first, 3 times second, 3 times third, and 2 times fourth, when compared against 15 other solvers.
To compare domFD against the powerful dom-wdeg, we implemented them in gecode-2.0.1 [5] and used them to tackle several problems. Since gecode is now widely used, we decided to take from the Internet problems already encoded for the gecode library. We paid attention to the fact that overall our problems cover a large set of gecode's constraints.
We used 35 instances coming from 9 different benchmark families. They involve satisfaction, counting, and optimization problems. They were solved using the default gecode's branch-and-prune strategy, and a modified restart technique based on the default strategy. In the tests, the value selection ordering was gecode's INT VAL MIN, which returns the minimal value of a domain. All the experiments were performed on a MacBook-Pro 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, under Ubuntu linux 7.10 and gcc version 4.0.1. A time-out (TO) of 10 minutes was used for each experiment.
The problems
In the following, we list the different benchmark families. When they are described on www.csplib.org, we only present the number in the library. Note that for all problems (except Quasigroup) the model and its implementation is the one proposed in the gecode examples 3 .
• Quasigroup, qwh, problem 3 of CSPLib.
• Golomb-ruler, gol-rul, problem 6 of CSPLib.
• All-interval, all-int, problem 7 of CSPLib.
• Nonogram, nono, problem 12 of CSPLib.
• Magic-square, magic-squ, problem 19 of CSPLib.
• Langford-number, lfn, problem 24 of CSPLib.
• Sport league tournament, sport-lea, problem 26 of CSPLib.
• Balanced Incomplete Block Design, bibd, problem 28 of CSPLib.
• Crowded-chess, crow-ch, this problem consists in arranging n queens, n rooks, 2n−1 bishops and k knights on a n × n chessboard, so that queens cannot attack each others, no rook can attack another rook and no bishop can attack another bishop. Note that two queens (in general two pieces of the same type) are attacking each other even if there is a bishop (in general another piece of different type) between them.
When an instance is solved, the number of nodes in the tree(s), the number of fails and the time in seconds are reported. If the 10 minutes time-out is reached, TO is reported.
Searching for all solutions or for an optimal solution
The first part of Table 1 , presents results related to the finding of all the solutions of all-interval problems of order 11 to 14. We can observe that the trees generated with domFD are usually far smaller than the ones generated by dom-wdeg. Most of the time, domFD runtime is also better. However, the time per nodes is more important for our heuristic. For instance, on all-int-14, dom-wdeg does 89973 nodes/s while domFD runs at 54122 nodes/s.
The second part of the table presents results for the optimal Golomb-rulers of orders 10 to 12. Here, we can observe that order 10 is easier for dom-wdeg, but sizes trees are comparable. Order 11, and 12 give the advantages to domFD, with far smaller search trees and better runtimes. As before, the time per node is more important for our heuristic (31771 vs 35852 on gol-rul-11).
Searching for a solution with a classical branch-and-prune strategy
Experiments related to the finding of a first solution are presented in Table 2 . They show results for respectively, quasi-groups, balance incomplete block design, Langford numbers, and nonograms.
Quasi-groups
Three instances of order 30 with 316 unassigned positions were produced with the generator presented in [1]. On these instances, domFD always generates smaller search trees. When this difference is large enough e.g., second instance, the runtime is also better.
Balance incomplete block design
Our heuristic always explores smaller trees which allows better runtimes. Interestingly the third instance is solved in 0.03 seconds by domFD while dom-wdeg cannot solve it in 10 minutes.
Langford numbers
On these problems, domFD is always superior to domwdeg. For instance, lfn-3-10 can be solved by both heuristics but the performance of domFD is far better: 190 times faster. Table 2 shows results for the nonogram problem. Three instances of orders 5, 8, and 9 were generated. Here again, the trees are systematically smaller with domFD and when the difference is large enough runtimes are always better.
Nonograms
Searching for a solution with a restartbased branch-and-prune strategy
Restart-based searches are very efficient since they can alleviate the effects of early bad decisions. Therefore, it is important to test our new heuristic with a restart strategy.
A restart is done when some cutoff limit in the number of fails is met, i.e., at some node in a tree. There, the actual domFD-graph is stored and used to start the next tree-based search. This allows the early selection of well ranked variables. The same technique is used with domwdeg, and the next search tree can branch early on well ranked variables. This part presents results with a restart-based branchand-prune where the cutoff value used to restart the search was initially set to 1000, and the cutoff increase policy to ×1.2. The same 10 minutes timeout was used. Table 3 presents the results for magic square, crowded chess, sport league tournament, quasi-groups, and bibd problems.
Magic square
Instances of orders 5 to 11 were solved. Clearly, domFD is the only heuristic able to solve large orders within the time limit. For example, dom-wdeg cannot deal orders greater than 8, while our technique can. The reduction in the search tree sizes is very significant, e.g., on mag-squ-8, dom-wdeg develops 35.18M nodes and domFD 152466, which allows it to be more than 100 times faster.
Crowded chess
As before, domFD can tackle large problems while domwdeg cannot.
Sport league tournament
If we exclude the last instance, domFD is always better than dom-wdeg.
Quasi-groups
Here, on most problems, domFD generates smaller search trees, and can return a solution more quickly. On the hardest problem, (order 35), domFD is nearly two time faster.
Balanced incomplete block design
Here domFD performs very well, with both smaller search trees and small runtime. Table 4 summarizes the performance of the heuristics. These results were generated by only taking into account the problems which can be solved by both domFD and domwdeg i.e., we removed 6 instances which cannot be solved by dom-wdeg. We can observe that the search trees generated by domFD are on the average three times smaller. The difference in the number of fails is similar. Finally, even if domFD is 2 times slower on the time per node, it is 31% faster overall.
Synthesis
Technically, our integration into gecode is quite straightforward and not particularly optimized. For instance we use Leda 4 , an external library to maintain the graph, while a bespoke light class with the right set of features should be used. The way we record weak dependencies is also not optimized and requires extra data structures whose accesses could be easily improved, e.g., the assigned list of variables shown in the Algorithm of Figure 3 . For all these reasons, we think that it must be possible to increase the speed of our heuristic by some factor. We also did some experiments to see if the computation of domFD could be cheaply approximated. We used a counter with each variable to record the number of times that variable was at the origin of a weak dependency. This represents an approximation of domFD since the counter considers dependencies on instantiated variables. Unfortunately, thisfast -approximation is always beaten by domFD on large instances.
PREVIOUS WORK
In [2] , the authors have proposed dom-wdeg, an heuristic which gives priority to variables frequently involved in failed constraints. It adds a weight to each constraint which is updated (i.e, incremented by one) each time the constraint fails. Using this value variables are ranked according to domain size and associated weight. Xi, the selected variable minimizes dom-wdeg(Xi)= |Xi|/ P c∈prop(X i ) weight(c). As shown in the previous section, domFD is superior to domwdeg on many problems. Interestingly, while dom-wdeg can only learn information from conflicts, domFD can also learn from successful branchings. This is an important difference between these two techniques.
In [8] , Refalo proposes the impact dynamic variable-value selection heuristic. The rational here is to maximize the reduction of the remaining search space. In this context an impact is computed taking into account the reduction of the search space due to an instantiated variable. Impact also considers values, and can therefore select the best instantiation instead of the best variable. With domFD, a variable is well ranked if its instantiation has generated several others instantiation. This is equivalent to an important pruning of the search space. In that respect domFD is close to impact. However, its principle is the dynamic exploitation of functional dependencies, not the explicit quantification of search space reductions. More generally, since dvo heuristics are all based on some understanding of the fail-first principle they are all aiming at an important reduction of the search space.
To improve SAT solving, [7] proposes a new pre-processing step that exploits the structural knowledge that is hidden in a CNF formula. It delivers an hybrid formula made of clauses together with a set of equations of the form y = f (x1, ..., xn). This set of functional dependencies is then exploited to eliminate clauses and variables, while preserving satisfiability. This work detects real functions while our heuristic observes weak dependencies. Moreover, it uses a pre-processing step while we perform our learning during constraint propagation.
CONCLUSION
In this work, our goal was to heuristically discover a simplified form of functional dependencies between variables called weak dependencies. Once discovered, these relations are used to rank the branching variables. More precisely, each time a variable y gets instantiated as a result of the instantiation of x, a weak dependency (x, y) is recorded. As a consequence, the weight of x is raised, and the variable becomes more likely to be selected by the variable ordering heuristic.
Experiments done on 35 problems coming from 9 benchmarks families showed that on the average domFD reduces search trees by a factor 3 and runtime by 31% when compared against dom-wdeg, one of the best dynamic variable ordering heuristic. domFD is also more expensive to compute since it puts some overhead on the propagation engine. However, it seems that our implementation can be improved, for example by using incremental data structures to record potential dependencies in the propagation engine.
Our heuristic learns from successes, allowing a quick exploitation of the solver's work. In a way, this is complementary to dom-wdeg which learns from failures. Moreover, both techniques rely on the computation of mindom. Combining their respective strengths seems obvious. We did ex-
